
Improv Intensive 2022
Getting started packet

General Improv Skills/Terms
Acceptance/Yes And - Saying ‘yes’ (either figuratively or literally) to the suggestions your other
teammates give you and then trying to do something with it to advance the scene.

Brown Bagging – Rude, crude, or inappropriate humor. Not cool.

CORE - Stands for Character, Objective, Relationship, and Environment. Each of these elements
needs to be in every improv game or scene.

Denial – Sometimes also called Blocking. It is the opposite of Acceptance/Yes Anding. Any time
a player is rejecting or denying an offer and stopping the game/scene from going forward.

Driving – In improv this team has 2 meanings. The first is the person who is leading the scene.
This is not a bad thing. The second (which is that which we are referring to in this packet) is when
a player is taking control of a game/scene and not letting other players contribute ideas. This IS a
bad thing.

Gifting – Sometimes also called endowing. Any time a player “gifts” another by giving them a
clue as to who they are, where they are, what they are doing, (you get the idea). Obviously, the
other player should accept and yes and the gift.

Give and Take – Figuring out when your character is the focus of the scene, and when you are
supporting the scene (as either a background player or going to the side to watch the scene
happen).

Huddle – The time a team spends together either before the game or in some specialized cases
during the game to confab about where the scene/game will go.

Justification – Finding a solution or reason why something is happening (or said) in the game. A
good thing, obviously.

Suggestions/stimulus: Something provided by an audience member via the host to get the scene
started. The inspiration for a scene. Every scene will start with one.

How Improv Intensive works
- There is a limit of 38 teams who may participate in this event. The first 38 to register

correctly will be the ones allowed to play.
- Each school may submit 1 team of 4-5 students who have been working solidly

(pre-conference) on the games that will be scored by the Improv Intensive adjudicators.
They will need to know the email address of the captain when registering online, as well
as each team member’s Thespian ID number.

- All teams registered to play will be sent the rules for the 6 potential games they may be
asked to play, as well as brief coaching tips for each of those games. The teams will be
asked to play 3 of these games, but should prepare all 6 since they don’t know which 3
they will be asked to play. When playing the games for competition there is a time limit
of 6 minutes.



- Round One will consist of a Head-to-Head game. This round will be played Thursday
evening after the Main Stage. The other 2 rounds will be single team games played on
Saturday morning.

- The teams will go to each of 3-5 rooms and play whatever game that adjudicator states is
the game for the room. Each of the 3 sessions is 75 minutes long. All audience members
will be required to remain in the room the entire session. With the exception of round 1,
Teams will go in 1 at a time, and then remain in the room to watch the other teams until
all 5-6 teams have performed in that session. Then they will move onto their next room
for the next game/session, and finally the last room/game/session. This means that all 6
teams in a room will play the same game and be judged accordingly (see points awarded
section below). Round 1 will have the first 3-5 teams perform for 20 minutes, the next
3-5 teams for the next 20 minutes, and finally the last 3-5 teams in the final 20 minutes.
In this round only the teams may leave after they have performed.

Ratings will be awarded based on
- The team’s ability to work together as a cohesive unit. All players should play each game

(with the exception of games where the description allows less players to play). Both
group participation and each individual member’s ability to participate in the game is
essential. In other words – no driving (see terms above), focus on ensemble.

- The team’s ability to understand and follow the rules to the games sent to them in
advance. It’s really important that all teams read and practice playing by these rules in
advance. Many times games are taught with slightly different rules or go by different
names, and since consistency is important all teams need to make sure they are familiar
with how we will play the games in advance.

- Complete structure in the scene (beginning, middle, end).
- Whether the game/scene advanced/made sense and did not have denial.
- Ability to play each game within the allotted time limit of 5 minutes
- CORE needs to be present in each game (see terms above)
- Playing at the top of their intelligence (i.e. no brown bagging). Teams who score a

superior in all three rounds, but brown bag even once will not receive a superior rating
overall.

- The team’s ability to entertain both the adjudicator(s) and the audience.
- TEAMS ARE NOT COMPETING AGAINST EACH OTHER – they are competing

for their best rating (Fair to Superior). Teams that receive an overall score of Superior in
each of the 3 rounds will be announced at the closing ceremonies and may be invited to
perform at the final IE Showcase.

Team Member Requirements
- All team members must be initiated members of ITS at the time the team is registered to

compete. Member numbers will be required at the time of registration.
- We no longer require a gender mix in teams. However, if the event becomes a “boys

club” or “girls club” we will return to the requirement. Teams should be diverse and
balanced because that reflects the world and makes your team stronger.

- In the event a new player must be substituted onto the team after registration closes, said
new member must bring their ITS card to the conference check-in.



Online Improv Resources
The following is a list of some improv websites. Remember that sometimes the rules they list for
a particular game may not be the same as the ones we use for our event.

- http://improvencyclopedia.org
- http://www.unexpectedproductions.org/living_playbook.htm
- http://www.learnimprov.com/

Schedule
Thursday evening - Round 1 Head-to-Head,
Saturday morning - Round 2 & Round 3

http://improvencyclopedia.org
http://www.unexpectedproductions.org/living_playbook.htm
http://www.learnimprov.com/


IMPROV INTENSIVE 2022

Games packet

HEAD TO HEAD GAMES

DANCE OFF (AUDIENCE VOTING)

This game is based on dance shows from the past. Teams will line up - one behind each other as
in this example:

Team A Player #1 Team B Player #1 Team C Player #1
Team A Player #2 Team B Player #2 Team C Player #2
Team A Player #3 Team B Player #3 Team C Player #3
Team A Player #4 Team B Player #4 Team C Player #4
Team A Player #5 Team B Player #5 Team C Player #5

For teams with 4 players the host will randomly decide who will go twice (unless all teams have
four players). The host will retrieve 5 objects from the audience. So for the example up above,
let's say the suggestions/stimuli are: a sprinkler, a blender, a mower, a microwave, and a bike. In
character, a player from each team will then step forward and, in turn from stage right to left,
give a brief introduction. The introduction will consist of who they are, maybe a tidbit that makes
them interesting, and what 'school' or institution (fictional) they come from. The host will then
tell them what dance they will be doing and start the music. All three will immediately perform
independent dances based on the suggestion. The length of the dance will be the judge’s
discretion, between 10-30 seconds.

Stay in character even when you are not dancing and waiting in line, but do not draw focus.

The audience does not vote per dance but rather for the team as a whole- therefore all dances
must be strong from the entire team to 'win' (and have the judges rank them as Superior) not just
one team member.



TIPS FOR PLAYERS:

- This is a movement game - so make sure you move - dance it up! Don't be afraid to fill up your space with

dancing.

- Variety is very important to this game. The audience does not want to see the same interpretation for the
same dance - and since each suggestion has moving parts it is up to the player to interpret what that dance
might look like. Also, feel free to change your dances as you

- The transitions between dances are very important. Be ready, move quick, be crisp, and stay in character.

FOR EXAMPLE:

Host: Hello all! This is Rick from Rick's Cococabana! Let's meet this week's dancers -
who are you are what will you be dancing today:

Team A Player #1 - Bonjour Rick - I'm Fee Fee from Paris High School.
Team B Player #1 - Yo Rick! I'm Bouser from Greaser High School. I like loud trucks!
Team C Player #1 - Hey Rick! I'm Scott, the glee club president of Grasslands High

School
Host: You will be doing the sprinkler! Go! (Music)

These three players dance the sprinkler for 10-30 seconds. Then the host switches the players to
the next group who introduce themselves and take the suggestion of “the blender”. Group #3 is
given the dance of “the mower”, Group #4 dances “the microwave”. The final group dances “the
bike”.

STORY, STORY, DIE

All teams stand in a single line on the stage with their full attention on the judge. The judge gets
a stimulus/suggestion from the audience. Then the Judge randomly points to players in the line.
The player who is pointed at immediately speaks and begins telling a story inspired by the
stimulus/suggestion. When the finger moves, the speaking improviser stops (mid-syllable if
necessary) and the next improviser picks up EXACTLY where the previous one left off. If a
player stutters, hesitates, repeats a word or says something totally incongruous, the audience
shouts “DIE!” The improviser performs a solo death scene (preferably related to the story) and
then safely and swiftly exits the performance area. The judge can choose to continue the story or
start a new one. The game ends when only one person remains.

TIPS FOR PLAYERS:
● Die with good grace: the audience takes their cue for reaction from the improviser. Keep

it fun. You may have your “death” prepared, but it is more fun if it is relevant to the story.



● After your death, be gracious to the other performers by exiting the performance space
safely, swiftly and without drawing focus. When you have moved to the side of the stage,
give focus back to the remaining performers by turning your attention back to them.
Remember, the audience can still see you offstage, so keep a neutral posture. It’s not
about you. It’s about the performance.

● Focus. Be a horse, not a mule. Horses go from motionless to top speed faster than any
animal. You can be motionless when it is not your turn, but never hesitate when that
finger points at you. The best way to do that is to constantly anticipate. “I am next. I am
next….” If you get lost in your thoughts, become a deer in headlights, or meander, the
energy evaporates.

● Concentrate on the story – listen to each other and keep it simple. If the action advances
out of hand, the story will lose coherence.

FOR EXAMPLE:

The judge gets the stimulus “pirate”. The judge points to player 3 on team 1 and they start with,
“There was a  man named John Booty”. The judge points to player 1 on team 2 and they say “he
loved one thing above everything else”. The judge points to player 2 on team 1 and they say
“Parrots. Parrots above everything else.” The judge points to player 4 on team 2 and they say
“uhhhhhhhhh” and the audience yells “Die!”. Player 4 on team 2  extravagantly dies in front of
the audience by pretending to walk the plank. After their death, player 4 swiftly and safely
moves offstage (out of the performance area), adopts a neutral posture, and gives focus back to
the judge.

TEAM GAMES

*Both round 2 & 3 games have a time limit of 6 minutes

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

● The game consists of three locations and four scenes. The judge gets three locations from
the audience. The team then decides on three zones of the stage to represent their three
locations and defines the locations for the audience so everyone is clear. (Example: This
area, stage right, is going to be the dumpster behind McDonalds.) The team declares
which of the three locations to use first. (Example: This area, upstage left, is going to be
the oval office, and we will start here.) Before the game starts, exactly two performers
take positions in that starter location while other performers “freeze” in other locations,
staying frozen from the start of the game until the scene progresses to their location.
Locations can have no more than two frozen characters in them. The scene starts in the
starter location. When something can tie to another location, two players (new or
repeated) begin a scene in one of the other locations. Once a scene has concluded,



performers from that location either move offstage or move to the next location. Finally,
the game has a final scene that must somehow tie all three locations together. You must
use all of your improvizers for this game.

● Except for the fourth scene, only two performers can perform per location.
○ If two frozen performers start in a location, that means no other performers can

enter.
○ If one frozen character is in a location, only one other performer can enter.
○ What performer can enter a location? Any, provided there are no more than two in

the scene.
● There are no restrictions regarding location or number of characters in the fourth scene.

Use the whole stage if you like.
● As the game progresses from location to location, performers can play different

characters, but a single performer cannot play more than one character in the same
location.

● Performers may adopt characters established by other performers in previous scenes.

TIPS FOR PLAYERS:
● Frozen characters should adopt poses which can be held indefinitely. That said, have fun.

Try to justify those poses once the scene starts.
● Knowing when to unfreeze and start a new scene can be a challenge, so work out signals

with your team ahead of time.
● Focus on personal statements from your character so you can start to build relationships

that can tie to other locations.
● Focusing on how being in a location feels rather than justifying the reasons why someone

is in a location helps scenes to be more about character and less about plot from the very
beginning.

● You don’t have to be super creative with the fourth scene and you don’t need to dump all
the performers into it. The goal is to complete the narrative established by the other
scenes.

● Part of the fun is seeing how the players deal with the “exactly two” requirement of the
first three scenes. So if you end up with more than three in a zone, adjust! If you don’t
have enough, adjust! There’s bound to be some mixups and if everyone just enjoys the
ride, the audience will too.

FOR EXAMPLE:

(After suggestions/stimuli)

Team: This area, stage left is NASA headquarters. This area, in the back, is the Arcade.
This area, stage right, is a construction site. We will start in NASA headquarters.

https://improvdoesbest.com/2018/03/20/prioritizing-character-over-plot-exercises/


(Two players move to the NASA headquarters zone. One player freezes in the Arcade zone. Two
players freeze in the Construction zone.)

1. In NASA headquarters, Player One is an awkward analyst trying to express her love of
Player Two, who is a super cool and understanding astronaut. At the end of the scene,
Player two moves to the Arcade and Player One goes offstage.

2. The scene moves to the Arcade where the same Player Two is still super cool. Player
Three unfreezes, and tries to impress Player Two with her high score. At the end of the
scene, both players move offstage.

3. In the Construction Site, Player Four is player Two’s mom (super cool) and also the
construction foreman. Player Five is an employee of Player Four who wants to get in her
good graces. When Player Four explains that her son is too cool for school and needs to
be knocked down a peg. At the end of the scene, player four moves offstage.

4. Player Five goes to NASA and springs a leak in Player Two’s suit so Player One sees he
is not that “together” and gives him up for her best friend Player Three. All are happy
except Player Two.

EVERYTHING IS ALIVE

The judge gets a non-geographical location from the audience and then each player must
become an object that could exist in that location. They must personify and physically mimic
that object as well. A scene with CORE must play out and the game is over when the objective
is met. Your “object” may have human attributes (i.e. talking and walking around the stage), but
performers should adopt limitations or talents which are unique to the object.

As a convention, no one should explain why the objects are animated. They just are, have
always been that way, and nobody is surprised by it.

TIPS FOR PLAYERS:

● There are a variety of conventions to play with. In Toy Story, objects animate when
people are not looking. In the movie Cars, humans do not exist. In Beauty and the
Beast, the objects interact with humans. All of these are fine, but keep in mind, no
humans will be in the scene.

● Play it simply. Being an object isn’t over the top, but direct. You are a bar of soap in
the shower? Well, you would probably really be exhausted every morning after the
entire family uses you. It is like a marathon!

● What is fun about your object? Sometimes the un-fun thing is what is fun. What is
fun about playing a rock?  The rock character can stay relatively motionless, but  be



interested in travel. They may have encyclopedic knowledge of tourism, but for some
reason they have millions of excuses not to go anywhere.

FOR EXAMPLE:

The team is given the suggestion of Diner. At the beginning of the scene, players establish they
are Spatula, Barstool, Jukebox, Coffee Machine, and Bacon. It’s a big day because bar stool and
jukebox are going on their honeymoon together and Spatula, Coffee Machine, and Bacon have
prepared a big, surprise sendoff. Bitter but alert Coffee Machine lets Spatula and Bacon know the
couple are awake. He throws coffee grounds instead of rice and Spatula and Bacon team up to
make a snack for everyone. Of course, Bacon is the snack so Bacon flops around on the grill
while Spatula flips Bacon over occasionally. Barstool is so excited she keeps twirling around.
Bacon and Spatula marvel at Barstool’s new chrome. Barstool then gives Bacon and Spatula a
hug that somehow turns into Barstool pulling both of them onto her lap. (Barstool just loooves
holding people.) While the trio snuggles, Jukebox admits to Coffee Machine that he doesn’t
really think he can travel. If he unplugs and is unable to play music, Barstool might not like him
any more! Ever alert, Coffee Machine shows Jukebox that outlets are everywhere. “Wake up,
smell the me-juice, and think outside the Jukebox, man.” Problem solved, Jukebox and Barstool
begin their big adventure. Bacon lays down some grease on the floor and Spatula shoves the
happy couple on their way. Wheeee! They slide... to the other side of the diner, by the window!
What a lovely view!  Jukebox plugs in and plays “Spin Me Round”  while his bride twirls.
Spatula and Bacon, averse to change, keep “flipping out” so Coffee Machine switches them to
decaf.

EXPOSE´

The game is made of two halves. The first half is performed like a normal scene but the second
half is performed like an on-site, investigative report during a newscast or a “tabloid television.”
The suggestion for the scene is an everyday activity. In the first half, the scene must start with
the mundane activity and one of the players must get “fed up” with some form of scandal or
corruption related to the mundane activity. In the second half, an investigative reporter comes
onsite to conduct live interviews and break the scandal. The scene must end with the reporter
making some kind of punny catch-phrase related to the scene.

Nobody should play the cameraman following the reporter. The reporter should play “out” to the
audience and address the fourth wall.

TIPS FOR PLAYERS:



● To get an idea of how to play this game, research “You Paid for It,” “A Current Affair,”
“Unsolved Mysteries,” or other shows that “unearth the truth” and sensationalize it.

● The first half of the game is played as a normal scene. Establish good CORE.

● While no one in their right mind would ever talk to an investigative reporter on-camera,
all the characters should be easily coerced to do so. Perhaps they can say “no comment”
and try to get off-screen, but it’s more fun if people are willing to talk or eventually give
in. That does not mean everyone has to tell the truth.

FOR EXAMPLE:

The suggestion given is washing dishes.

Scene begins with two dishwashers in the back of a restaurant called “Tactical Burritos.” Sam
and Jared handle the washing and drying, constantly taking dishes from Mary, the busser.
Eventually, Jared realizes that he has been washing dishes for years that aren’t even dirty. When
he takes a look, he sees that there isn’t any food in the food station. He looks around and notices
the kitchen doesn’t even have cooks. All the guests in the restaurant have been given empty
plates and cups. “Don’t be a wise guy,” Sam warns, “If news that we’re not serving food here
gets out, I could lose my job. I have kids, man!” “I can’t handle this man,” Jared says, “I have
my pride. I’m a professional dishwasher!” he storms out.

The next scene begins with investigative reporter May Winters on site outside Tactical Burritos.
She does a quick interview with Jared then moves to one of the people waiting outside to dine.
“What do you think about the rumor that Tactical Burritos is not actually serving food?” May
asks. “I can’t believe it,” says the patron, “My family and I have been eating here for years.
We’ve never been healthier.” May Winters storms into the kitchen and shines a light on Sam,
Mary and the owner, Mr. Burrito. After some excuses and lies, May turns to the camera and says,
“Clearly this burrito is full of beans.”

HIGH PRODUCTION VALUE PODCAST

Players are given a topic for a podcast episode.

What follows is, essentially, a short podcast episode, with at least one narrator. Players do not
need to move much. The audience should be able to close their eyes to listen and still find value
in the episode. Players should be distinctly audible. To start, players stand in a U-shape with the



open end of the U facing the audience so that they can be seen by the audience and each other
but there is no requirement that they stay in that formation. They must do a brief introduction
where the audience learns the name of the podcast, the episode title, and the name(s) of the
narrator(s). There must be at least one of each: narration, interview, music, and foley. All players
should contribute something of substance to the episode. A commercial is optional. The podcast
ends when someone makes a closing statement that sums up the theme or condenses the episode
to a moral.

TIPS FOR PLAYERS:

● Listen to the following episodes of
○ Radiolab: “Man Against Horse,” or “Dinopocalypse Redux”
○ This American Life: “Break-Up,” or “Babysitting.”

FOR EXAMPLE:

The suggestion given is Dog Dentistry.

Player 1 begins an acapella theme song. Player 2 introduces the podcast as “Devil’s In the
Details, a look at the more sinister aspect of everyday life.” They say they are the narrator and
introduce someone they met at a dog partk, Player 3, named Alice. While Player 4 makes dog
park sounds, Player 3 provides sound bites about a bad dental appointment when she took
Waggles, her dog, to a dog dentist. Waggles has never been the same. He just doesn’t wag any
more. Player 2 tells us that Alice’s story is not unique. Player 1 provides mysterious music while
we hear more sound bites from other interviews. Everyone says their dog was not the same after
they had their dog’s teeth cleaned. Player 4 howls. An interview with activist Player 5 happens as
she marches on the White House. She and her fellow activists (Player 4 provides the background
shouts) claim that canine tooth cleaning uses unsafe chemicals and that there should be
regulation. Player 1 becomes a professor of biology at Harvard University who says that if you
regulate this chemical, all dogs will have bad teeth. It’s the only canine tooth-cleaner on the
market and it’s so federally funded, it’s practically a branch of government. We go back to Alice
and Waggles. Alice says if she had known there were no options she would have just brushed her
dog’s mouth with normal human toothpaste. The narrator, Player 2, makes a closing statement
about the relationship between watching our dogs and watchdogging while Player 1 closes with
the theme music.



Improv Intensive 2022 Scoring
School: _________ Group Name:
Round # 1 Game:
Judge:___________________

Was this group able to play this game as a cohesive unit? (All team members participated, each
member played as a team without any “driving” - each member gave and took focus appropriately.)

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was CORE (Character, Objective, Relationship, and Environment) present in the game the team
played?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the game/scene have complete structure (beginning, middle, end)?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the game/scene advance and make sense (no denial)?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was this group able to follow the rules of the game as they were given to them?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was the team able to play this game within the time limit of 6 minutes? (If it was abnormally
shorter, then please score lower. If they go over by more than 30 seconds, call the scene and give them a 1
in this section).

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the team play at the top of their intelligence without using shock value or “brown
bagging”/blue humor? A brown bag eliminates a team from an total rating of superior.

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was the Improv Intensive Adjudicator for this game entertained?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

TOTAL RATING (Judges add up your points for a total below)
Fair                    Good                Excellent Superior
8-12 13-19 20-27 28-32

NOTES:



Improv Intensive 2022 Scoring
School: _________ Group Name:
Round# 2  Game:
Judge:________

Was this group able to play this game as a cohesive unit? (All team members participated, each
member played as a team without any “driving” - each member gave and took focus appropriately.)

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was CORE (Character, Objective, Relationship, and Environment) present in the game the team
played?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the game/scene have complete structure (beginning, middle, end)?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the game/scene advance and make sense (no denial)?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was this group able to follow the rules of the game as they were given to them?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was the team able to play this game within the time limit of 6 minutes? (If it was abnormally
shorter, then please score lower. If they go over by more than 30 seconds, call the scene and give them a 1
in this section).

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the team play at the top of their intelligence without using shock value or “brown
bagging”/blue humor? A brown bag eliminates a team from an total rating of superior.

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was the Improv Intensive Adjudicator for this game entertained?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

TOTAL RATING (Judges add up your points for a total below)
Fair                    Good                Excellent Superior
8-12 13-19 20-27 28-32

NOTES:



Improv Intensive 2022 Scoring
School: ___ Group Name:
Round # 3  Game:
Judge:_____

Was this group able to play this game as a cohesive unit? (All team members participated, each
member played as a team without any “driving” - each member gave and took focus appropriately.)

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was CORE (Character, Objective, Relationship, and Environment) present in the game the team
played?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the game/scene have complete structure (beginning, middle, end)?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the game/scene advance and make sense (no denial)?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was this group able to follow the rules of the game as they were given to them?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was the team able to play this game within the time limit of 6 minutes (If it was abnormally shorter,
then please score lower. If they go over by more than 30 seconds, call the scene and give them a 1 in this
section).

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Did the team play at the top of their intelligence without using shock value or “brown
bagging”/blue humor? A brown bag eliminates a team from an total rating of superior.

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

Was the Improv Intensive Adjudicator for this game entertained?

Fair Good Excellent                          Superior
1 2 3 4

TOTAL RATING (Judges add up your points for a total below)
Fair                    Good                Excellent Superior
8-12 13-19 20-27 28-32

NOTES:
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